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A stunning floral display for the guest entrance, plinths to divide reception and dining areas, stage decor or simple
table centres; the experts below will provide the contacts and creative expertise needed to bring your event to life.

Jane Wadham

                 www.jwflowers.com

One of London’s leading floral designers, trusted by
large corporations with a loyal following of private
customers and a sprinkling of celebrities. Official
florist for the Chelsea Flower Show Charity Gala Preview
during which they create floral themes for over 20 parties
on one night!

          www.jensjakobsen.co.uk

Jens Jakobsen floral construction combines
celebration, happiness and sophistication to realise
a personal, energetic and chic design. Be it a beautiful
wedding bouquet or an elaborate corporate event,
Jens will create something individual and stunning.
Contact Jens on 07814 040205
or email jens@jensjakobsen.co.uk

        www.lavendergreen.co.uk

Image-conscious clients demand the highest standards of
creativity. Lavender Green have an enviable reputation
for being one of the best florists in London and provide
imaginative and beautiful floral displays individually
designed to reflect each client’s style and budget.
Contact Sue on 020 7127 5303
or email info@lavendergreen.com

Contact Paul on 020 7735 7771
or email paul@jwflowers.com

Jens Jakobsen

Lavender Green

Pinstripes & Peonies  www. pinstripesandpeonies.com
Willingness to work on events large and small whilst
retaining the same cheerful helpfulness and dedication
to providing breath-taking flowers sets P&P apart. They
provide stunning flowers for all occasions combined
with a ‘can do’ attitude and flawless customer service.
Contact Rauri on 07739 808695
or email ruari@pinstripesandpeonies.com

Need something more? To complement the expertise of our in-house events team, stage managers and
technicians, for specialist or large-scale bookings we work with bespoke event producers. Please ask your event
manager for details of the companies we would recommend for both private and corporate events.
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